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Soft decoding and synchronization of arithmetic codes�

Application to image transmission over noisy channels
Thomas Guionnet and Christine Guillemot

Abstract� This paper addresses the issue of robust and joint

source�channel decoding of arithmetic codes� We �rst analyze

dependencies between the variables involved in arithmetic coding

by means of the Bayesian formalism� This provides a suitable

framework for designing a soft decoding algorithm that provides

high error�resilience� It also provides a natural setting for �soft

synchronization�� i�e�� to introduce anchors favoring the likelihood

of �synchronized� paths� In order to maintain the complexity of

the estimation within a realistic range� a simple� yet e�cient�

pruning method is described� The algorithm can be placed in

an iterative source�channel decoding structure� in the spirit of

serial turbo codes� Models and algorithms are then applied to

context�based arithmetic coding widely used in practical systems

�e�g� JPEG�	


�� Experimentation results with both theoretical

sources and with real images coded with JPEG�	


 reveal very

good error resilience performances�

I� Introduction

Entropy coding� producing variable length codewords �VLC��
is a core component of any data compression scheme� Howev�
er VLCs are very sensitive to channel noise� when some bits
are altered by the channel� synchronization losses can occur at
the receiver� the position of symbol boundaries are not properly
estimated� leading to dramatic symbol error rates� This phe�
nomenon has given momentum to extensive work on the design
of codes with better synchronization properties ��	
� ���
� ��
�
���
� as well as to the design of procedures of soft decoding ���
�
���
� ���
 and of joint source�channel decoding ���
� �	
� ��
� ��

of VLCs� First research e�orts have been focused on Hu�man
codes ���
� ���
� �	
� ��
� and on reversible VLCs ��
� ���
� ��
��
Recently� arithmetic codes have gained increased popularity in
practical systems� including JPEG������ H���� and MPEG�� s�
tandards� When used in conjunction with high�order source sta�
tistical models� maximum compression factors can be obtained�
However� the counterpart is an increased sensitivity to noise�
Methods considered to �ght against noise sensitivity consist

usually in re�augmenting the redundancy of the bitstream� either
by introducing an error correcting code or by inserting dedicated
patterns in the chain� The author in ��
 reintroduces redundan�
cy in the form of parity check bits� A probability interval not
assigned to a symbol of the source alphabet or markers inserted
at known positions in the sequence of symbols are exploited for
error detection in �
� ��
� ��	
� This capability can then be cou�
pled with an ARQ procedure ��
� ��
 or used jointly with an error
correcting code� A serial structure concatenating an inner error
correction code and an outer error detection code is described in
���
� Sequential decoding of arithmetic codes is investigated in
���
 for supporting error correction capabilities�
Here� we �rst analyze the dependencies and constraints be�

tween the variables involved in arithmetic coding and decoding
in light of Bayesian networks� As in ��
� our starting point is
a state space model of the source and of the arithmetic coder�
We �rst consider for the source model an order�� Markov model�
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Given this source model� the arithmetic coder codes the inno�

vation of the markov chain� The arithmetic coder� driven by
the conditional probability of the order�� source model� gets a
sequence of symbols and outputs a sequence of bits� hence oper�
ates a clock conversion with a varying rate� The observed output
of a memoryless channel corresponds to noisy measurements of
these bits� Recovering the transmitted sequence of source sym�
bols from these noisy measurements is equivalent to inferring
the sequence of model states� Notice that� like in the case of any
VLC� the segmentation of the sequence of measurements into
the sequence of model states is random� In addition� here� some
transitions may not produce any bits � a measurement may in�
form about a varying number of transitions� Another di�culty
comes from the fact that the codetree grows exponentially with
the number of symbols being coded�
The stochastic modeling of coder and decoder sets the basis for

the design of error�resilient soft decoding algorithms� The com�
plexity of the underlying Bayesian estimation algorithm growing
exponentially with the number of coded symbols� a simple� yet
e�cient� pruning method is described� It allows to limit the com�
plexity within a tractable and realistic range� at a limited cost
in terms of estimation accuracy� The second key aspect is that
the models provide a natural setting for introducing �soft syn�
chronization � patterns� These patterns� inserted in the symbol
stream at some known positions� serve as anchors for favoring
the likelihood of correctly synchronized paths in the trellis� This
�soft synchronization idea� augments the autosynchronization
power of the chain at a controllable loss in information rate� The
algorithm is also amenable for iterative source�channel decod�
ing in the spirit of serially concatenated codes� The estimation�
pruning and soft synchronization algorithms are �rst validated
with theoretical Gauss�Markov sources with di�erent correlation
factors and for a wide range of channel signal to noise ratio
�Eb�N��� Models and algorithms are in a second step adapted
to context�based arithmetic coding widely used in practical sys�
tems �e�g� JPEG������ H����� and validated in a JPEG�����
decoder�
The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section II de�

scribes part of the notation we use and states the problem ad�
dressed� After a review of the main principles of arithmetic cod�
ing in section III� section IV addresses modeling issues � This
material is exploited in the sequel �section V� for explaining the
estimation algorithms together with the pruning and �soft syn�
chronization� principles� Section VI outlines the construction of
the iterative joint source�channel decoding procedure based on
arithmetic codes� Adaptations of the algorithm to context�based
arithmetic coding are described in section VII� Experimental re�
sults are discussed in section VIII�

II� Notations

Let S � S� � � � SK be the sequence of quantized source symbols
taking their values in a �nite alphabet A composed of M � �q

symbols� A � fa�� a�� � � � � ai� � � � � aMg� and coded into a sequence
of information bits U � U� � � � UN � by means of an arithmetic
coder� k and n represent generic time indexes for the symbol



�

clock and the bit clock� respectively� The length N of the infor�
mation bit stream is a random variable� function of S� LengthsK
and N � of the symbol stream and of the bit stream� are supposed
to be known� The sequence S � S� � � � SK is assumed to form
an order�� Markov chain� The bitstream U is sent over a memo�
ryless channel and received as measurements Y � so the problem
we address consists in estimating S given the observed values y�
Notice that we reserve capital letters to random variables� and
small letters to values of these variables� For handling ranges of
variables� we use the notation Xv

u � fXu� Xu�� � � � � Xvg or �XI

where I is the index set fu� u� �� � � � � vg�

III� Arithmetic coding� principle

Let us �rst review the principle of arithmetic coding on
a simple example of a source taking values in the alpha�
bet fa�� a�� a�� a�g with the stationary distribution Ps �
���� ��� ��� ���
� Fig� � illustrates the arithmetic coding princi�
ple� The interval ��� �� is partitioned into four cells representing
the four symbols of the alphabet� The size of each cell is the
stationary probability of the corresponding symbol� The par�
tition �hence the bounds of the di�erent segments� of the unit
interval is given by the cumulative stationary probability of the
alphabet symbols� The interval corresponding to the �rst sym�
bol to be coded is chosen� It becomes the current interval and
is again partitioned into di�erent segments� The bounds of the
resulting segments are driven by the model of the source� Con�
sidering an order�� Markov chain� these bounds will be governed
by P�Sl�jSl�� hence in this particular case� will be function of
both the probability of the previous symbol and of the cumula�
tive probability of the alphabet symbols� Therefore� the arith�
metic coder adapts in this case to the conditional entropy rate

H�Sl�jSl� of process S� i�e� it compresses the innovation of the
Markov chain S�
In the example above� when the sequence a�� a�� a�� a� has

been coded� the current interval is ���	��� ��	���� Any number
in this interval can be used to identify the sequence� Let us
consider ��	��� The decoding of the sequence is performed by
reproducing the coder behavior� First the interval ��� �� is par�
titioned according to the cumulative probability of the source�
Since the value ��	�� belongs to the interval ��� ����� it is clear
that the �rst symbol coded has been a�� Therefore the �rst sym�
bol is decoded and the interval ��� ���� is partitioned according
to the cumulative probability of the source� The process is re�
peated until full decoding of the sequence� Notice that the coder
and the decoder are not synchronized� The conversion they both
perform between the bit clock and the symbol clock di�ers�
Practical implementations of arithmetic coding have been �rst

introduced in ��
 and ���
� and developed further in ���
� One
problem that may arise when implementing arithmetic coding is
the high precision needed to represent very small real numbers�
In order to overcome this di�culty� one can base the algorith�
m on the binary representation of real numbers in the interval
��� �� ��
� Any number in the interval ��� ��	� will have its �rst
bit equal to �� while any number in the interval ���	� �� will have
its �rst bit equal to �� Therefore� during the encoding process�
as soon as the current interval is entirely under or over �

�
� the

corresponding bit is emitted� and the interval length is doubled�
There is a speci�c treatment for the intervals straddling �

�
� When

the current interval straddles �
�
and is in ����	� ���	�� it cannot be

identi�ed by a unique bit� Its size is therefore doubled� without
emitting any bit� and the number of re�scalings taking place be�
fore emitting any bit is memorized� When reaching an interval
for which one bit Ui � ui can be emitted� then this bit will be

followed by a number of bits Ui� � ui� � � � Uin � ui�� where
n is the number of scaling operations that have been performed
before the emission of Ui� and where ui� � ui � � mod �� The
use of this technique guarantees that the current interval always
satis�es low � ���	 � ��	 � high or low � ��	 � ���	 � high�
where low and high are respectively the lower and upper bound�
s of the current interval� This avoids the problems of precision
which may otherwise occur in the case of small intervals strad�
dling the middle of the segment ��� ��� Further work on arith�
metic coding� essentially to reduce the implementation complex�
ity� can be found in ���
� ���
� ���
� ���
 and ��
�
A last key element in the encoding process concerns the last

step or termination� so that the decoder can identify without
ambiguity the last symbol SK � It is pointed out in ��
 that�
in order to do so� it is necessary to send a set of bits that will
ensure that the coded string identi�es uniquely the interval cor�
responding to the last symbol SK � Using the scaling strategy
described above� the interval corresponding to the last symbol
either straddles the interval 
���	� ��	
 or the interval 
��	� ���	
�
The message is then terminated respectively by a � followed by
a sequence of ��s� or by a � followed by a sequence of ��s� The
number of bits N of the message to be coded is then given by
N � d�log��high� low�e�

IV� Models of arithmetic coder and decoder

This section tries to analyze dependencies between the vari�
ables involved in the coding and decoding processes� Let us
assume that each symbol Sk takes its value in an alphabet com�
posed ofM symbols� Models of dependencies can be obtained by
considering either the M�ary coding tree or the binary decoding
tree�

A� Symbol clock model of the coder

Given the M �symbol alphabet A� the sequence of symbols
SK� is translated into a sequence of bits UN

� by an M�ary de�
cision tree� This tree can be regarded as an automaton that
models the bitstream distribution� The encoding of a symbol
determines the choice of a vertex in the tree� Each node of
the tree identi�es a state X of the arithmetic coder� to which
can be associated the emission of a sequence of bits of variable
length� Successive branching on the tree follow the distribution
of the source �P�SkjSk��� for an order one Markov source��The
arithmetic coder realizes a clock conversion which depends on
the source realization� Hence� the number of bits being pro�
duced by each transition on the above model being random� the
structure of dependencies between the sequence of measurements
and the states of the coding tree is random� In order to cap�
ture this randomness� we consider the augmented Markov chain
�X�N� � �X�� N�� � � � �XK � NK�� where k � � � � � K denotes the
symbol clock instants� The quantity Nk is the number of bits
emitted when k symbols have been coded� and Xk is the inter�
nal state of the arithmetic coder� Thus� successive branching
on the tree correspond to transitions between �Xk��� Nk��� and
�Xk� Nk�� The coding tree grows exponentially with the number
of symbols being coded and the leaves correspond to the possi�
ble combinations of sequences being coded� The value of Xk is
implementation dependent� It must at least contain a segment
of the interval ��� �� speci�ed for example by its lower and upper
bounds lk and hk�
The arithmetic encoding process starts from the initial state

�X�� N�� where X� is the unit interval and N� � �� In the exam�
ple of section III� if the �rst symbol coded is a�� then the vertex
that leads to the state �X�� N�� is chosen� with X� � ��� ����



�

and N� � �� If the second symbol coded is a�� the next s�
tate is �X�� N�� with X� � ���	�� ����� This new interval al�
lows to determine that the three �rst bits are ���� therefore
N� � � In this example� we have considered that the state
variable Xk is reduced to values of the bounds of the current
interval �lk� hk�� However� in order to avoid numerical preci�
sion limitation� the interval scaling technique described in ��

can be considered� The state variable Xk is then composed of
the three variables lk� hk and nbScalingk� where nbScalingk s�
tands for the number of scaling operations applied to a given
interval without emitting any bit� The initial state is given by
l� � �� u� � � and nbScaling� � �� The operations taking place
for each transition from �Xk� Nk� to �Xk�� Nk��� triggered
by the symbol Sk� � ai are given in Tab� I� The quantities

Pcum�ai� �
iX

t��

P �at� and Pcum�aijaj� �
iX

t��

P �atjaj� denote

respectively the stationary and conditional cumulative probabil�
ities of the symbols of the alphabet A� To a state �Xk� Nk� is

associated the emission of a sequence of bits �Uk � UNk
Nk���

� of

length Nk � Nk��� where Nk � Nk��� leading to the graphical
representation of Fig� �� Gathering measurements �Yk of the bits
�Uk at the output of the transmission channel� we have a sym�
bol clock model of the arithmetic coder� Notice that the set of
possible values taken by a state �Xk� Nk� varies according to k�

B� Bit clock model of the decoder

A sequence of arithmetically coded bits Un
� can be translated

into a sequence of symbols SKn� by a binary decision tree� Each
bit determines the choice of a vertex in the tree� Each node � of
the tree corresponds to a tuple Un��

� from which two transitions
are possible Un � � or Un � �� Each node of the tree identi�es a
state of the arithmetic decoder� These states are represented by
a pair �Xn� Kn�� where Xn is the internal state of the arithmetic
decoder� Kn is the maximum number of symbols that can be de�
coded at this point and n � � � � � N denotes the bit clock instants�
Thus� unlike the arithmetic coder� the decoder is driven by the
bit clock� Transitions between �Xn��� Kn��� and �Xn� Kn�� are

governed by P�SKn���� � � � SKn jS
Kn��
� �� This leads to the model

depicted in Fig� � where at each state �Xn� Kn� of the arithmetic
decoder is associated a sequence of decoded symbols SKnKn����

The transition between two states �Xn��� Kn��� and �Xn� Kn�
is triggered by the bit Un from which the measurement Yn is
available�
The set of actions triggered by each transition is given in

Tab� II� For an arithmetic decoder� two intervals need to be
kept � the �rst one� �ln�hn�� is obtained from the n currently
decoded bits� The second one� �lKn

�hKn
�� corresponds to the

Kn currently decoded symbols� These two intervals are initial�
ized to ��� ��� It is not necessary to keep track of the scalings
which are performed to avoid precisions problems�

V� Estimation algorithms

The model of dependencies depicted in section IV can be ex�
ploited to help the estimation of the bitstream �hence of the
symbol sequence�� The MAP �maximum a posteriori� criterion
corresponds to the optimal Bayesian estimation of a process X
based on measurements Y �

�X � argmax
x

P�X � xjY � ���

The optimization is performed over all possible sequences x� This
applies directly to the estimation of the hidden states of the

processes �X�N� �symbol clock� and �X�K� �bit clock�� given
the sequence of measurements�

A� Estimation on the symbol clock model

Estimating the set of hidden states �X�N� � �X�� N�� � � � �XK � NK�
on the symbol clock model �Fig� �� is equivalent to estimating
the sequence of transitions between these states� i�e� to estimat�
ing the sequence S � S� � � � Sk � � � SK � given the measurements
Y N
� at the output of the channel� This can then be expressed as

P�SK� jY
N
� � � P�SK� � � P�UN

� jY
N
� �

� P�SK� � � P�YN
� jUN

� ��
���

where � denotes a renormalization factor� which here is
P�UN� �

P�YN
�
�
�

�� since the bits emitted by an arithmetic coder are uniformly
independently distributed� The quantity P�SK� jY

N
� � can be com�

puted by a forward sweep recursion expressed as

P�Sk� jY
Nk
� � � P�Sk��� jY

Nk��
� � � P�SkjSk����

P�Y
Nk
Nk���

jY
Nk��
� � U

Nk
� ��

��

where Nk is the number of bits that have been transmitted when
arriving at the state Xk� Assuming S to be an order�� Markov
chain and considering a memoryless channel� this a posteriori

probability can be rewritten as

P�Sk� jY
Nk
� � � P�Sk��� jY

Nk��
� � � P�SkjSk����

P�YNk
Nk���

jUNk
Nk���

�
���

The process is initialized with P�S� � s�jY
N��n�
� � yN��n�� ��

for each of the M possible values of s�� given by

P�S� � s�jY
N��n�
� � � P�S� � s���

P�YN�
� � yn�� jUN�

� � un�� ��
�	�

where the �rst term on the right hand side is given by the s�
tationary distribution of the source and where the second term
models the noise introduced by the channel� This second term�
under the assumption that the channel is memoryless� can be
computed as

P�Y
Nk
Nk���

� y
nk
nk���

jU
Nk
Nk���

� u
nk
nk���

� �
NkY

n�Nk���

P�Yn � ynjUn � un� if Nk � Nk��

� otherwise�

���

Then the update equation �Eqn� �� is used to compute

P�Sk� jY
Nk
� � for each level consecutively� At the end of the es�

timation process� the posterior marginals P�SK� � sK� jY
NK
� � are

known for all possible sequences realizations sK� � As we consider
all the possible symbol sequences� the trellis of the estimation
algorithm is an M �ary tree of depth K� Therefore the complex�
ity of the algorithm is O�MK�� which is untractable� Section
V�C describes a pruning technique that allows to maintain the
complexity of the algorithm within a realistic level�

B� Estimation on the bit clock model

The estimation can be run similarly on the bit clock model
depicted in Fig� � In this case� the forward sweep recursion
computes P�SKn� jY n

� �� where Kn is a random variable denoting



�

the number of symbols decoded at the reception of bit n� The
term P�SKn

� jY n
� � can be expressed as

P�SKn

� jY n
� � � P�SKn

� � � P�Y n
� jU

n
� � ���

Once again� under the assumption that S is an order�� Markov
process� we have

P�SKn

� � � P�S
Kn��

� � � P�SKn

Kn���
jS
Kn��

� �� ���

where

P�SKn

Kn���
jS
Kn��

� � �
KnY

k�Kn���

P�SkjSk��� if Kn � Kn��

� otherwise�

���

For a memoryless channel� Eqn� � can be rewritten as

P�SKn

� jY n
� � � P�S

Kn��

� � � P�Y n��
� jUn��

� ��

P�YnjUn� �

KnY

k�Kn���

P�SkjSk���

� P�S
Kn��

� jY n��
� � � P�YnjUn��

KnY

k�Kn���

P�SkjSk���

����

Notice that when running the estimation on the symbol clock
model� the value of N does not have to be known� In contrast�
with the bit clock model� N has to be known and K can be
estimated�

C� Pruning

The number of states increasing exponentially with k� one has
to consider pruning to limit the complexity of the estimation�
Let us consider �rst the estimation running on the symbol clock
model� Assuming that N is known� one can ensure that the
last bit N of the chain terminates a symbol� by adding an ex�
tra measurement �or constraint� on the last state �XK � NK�� as
NK � N � At the last step of the estimation� only the solutions
for which the value of NK is equal to N are valid� In addition�
the paths in the trellis that lead to values of Nk larger than N
can be ignored� One can consider the above constraint as a �rst
pruning criterion�
The main pruning criterion is based on a threshold applied

on the likelihood of the path� The likelihood of a path� hence
of a node of the M�ary tree� is given by Eqn� �� The nodes
corresponding to a sequence of bits which is unlikely �i�e�� with
a probability below a certain threshold T � may be pruned� A
constraint on the number of nodes of the trellis at each step
k of the estimation process can also be added � the W nodes
with the highest probability are kept� With this strategy� the
complexity of the algorithm is bounded by O�KW �� The choice
ofW then depends on the a�ordable complexity� This constraint
has been re�ned by keeping the w best nodes for each Nk� In this
case� we have W � �Nkmax � Nkmin � ��w� where Nkmax and
Nkmin depend on the probabilities of the most and less probable
sequences�
Pruning is performed similarly when running the estimation on

the bit clock model� Assuming that K is known� the constraint
Kn � K can be added on the last state �Xn� Kn�� Considering
the bit clock model� the likelihood of a path� hence of a node
of the binary tree� is given by Eqn� �� Thus� a threshold T on
the probability of the nodes can be de�ned� and the number of
nodes at each step n of the estimation can be limited to the w
best ones for each Kn�

D� Soft synchronization

Termination constraints mentioned in section V�C can be re�
garded as means to force synchronization at the end of the se�
quence � they indeed either constraint the decoder to have the
right number of symbols �KN � K� �if known� after decoding the

estimated bit stream �U � or alternately ensure that the K sym�
bols produced by the estimation do match the N bits sequence�
They add some kind of �perfect observation� on the last state
of the models� These constraints ensure synchronization at the
end of the bit stream� but do not ensure synchronization in the
middle of the sequence� One can introduce extra information
speci�cally to help the resynchronization �in the middle� of the
sequence� For this� we can introduce extra bits at some known
positions Is � fi�� � � � � isg in the symbol stream�

This extra information can take the form of dummy symbols
�in the spirit of the techniques described in �
� ��
� ���
� ��
 and
��	
�� or of dummy bit patterns which are inserted respectively in
the symbol or bit stream� at some known symbol clock positions�
Bit patterns can have arbitrary length and frequency� depending
on the degree of redundancy desired� Notice that� unlike long
words used in standards to identify the beginning and the end
of the sequence of information bits� these extra symbols are not
�perfect� synchronization points � the probability to recognize
them is far from �� whence the name of �soft synchronization
points�� Since they are placed at some known positions in the
symbol stream �at symbol clock instants�� their position in the
bitstream is random�

Models and algorithms above have to account for this extra
information� Inserting an extra dummy symbol at known po�
sitions in the symbol stream amounts to add a section on the
M �ary tree with deterministic transitions� The presence of this
extra information can be exploited by the estimation� which can
be either run on the symbol clock or bit clock models� When
the estimation is run on the symbol clock model� the a�priori
information on the deterministic transitions in the M �ary tree
are directly accounted for in Eqn� �� by the term P�SkjSk����
When considering the bit clock model� it is similarly exploited
in Eqn���

Let us now consider the insertion of dummy bit patterns�
Inserting extra bits at known symbol clock positions amounts
to terminating some symbols by appending a �su�x� �UKn

�
�UKn

B� � � � Bls � In other words� for Kn � Is� one must use an
extended binary tree� where some nodes are followed by the suf�
�x� Transitions are deterministic in this extra part of the binary
tree� Observe that the memory of the symbol produced is not
lost by X� As a consequence� the symbol is considered as �n�
ished when the su�x is �nished� In other words� the K part
of the state is augmented only when the end of the �su�x� is
reached� The extra information is exploited respectively in E�
qn� � �symbol clock model� and in Eqn� �� �bit clock model�
via the term P �Yn � ynjUn � un�� Since desynchronized paths
do not display the expected value of the bit pattern for time k�
they �pay� via an assumed transmission error �whence a lower
likelihood�� These extra bit patterns will hence allow to �pinch�
the distribution P �k� njY � around the right value of n for k � Is�
Since �de�synchronized� paths are very likely to be pruned� these
markers also help to prevent excessive growth of the trellis�

The insertion of bit patterns� rather than an arithmetically
coded dummy symbol� allows a more �exible control of the re�
dundancy added� Also� notice that� when we insert an arith�
metically coded symbol� the memory of the sequence encoded so
far is lost� In the sequel� we consider only soft synchronization



�

based on bit patterns� We saw above that the position of these
patterns in the bitstream depends on the variable Nk� hence is
random� One may also consider periodic transmission of side in�
formation such as e�g� the value of the bit counter Nk for given
positions k� This information must be protected� This strategy
ensures good synchronization and very e�cient pruning�

VI� Iterative CC�AC decoding algorithm

The soft synchronization mechanism described above signi��
cantly increases the reliability of the segmentation and estima�
tion of the sequence of symbols� One can however consider in ad�
dition the usage of an error correction code� e�g� of a systematic
convolutional channel code �CC�� Both codes can be concatenat�
ed in the spirit of serial turbo codes� Adopting this principle� one
can therefore work on each model �arithmetic coder and channel
coder� separately and design an iterative estimator� provided an
interleaver is introduced between the models ��
� The structure
of dependencies between the variables involved is outlined on
Fig� �� Such a scheme requires extrinsic information on the bits
Un� ExtUn�Y jYn� � P�UnjY �

P�UnjYn�
to be transmitted by the CC to

the soft arithmetic decoder� and reciprocally� This information
represents the modi�cation induced by the introduction of the
rest of the observations Y n��

� � Y N
n� on the conditional law of Un

given Yn� The iterative estimation proceeds by �rst running a
BCJR algorithm on the channel coder model� The extrinsic in�
formation on the useful bits Un� direct subproduct of the BCJR
algorithm� can in turn be used as input for the estimation run
on the arithmetic decoder model� The result of the AC soft de�
coding procedure is a�posteriori probabilities P�XK� NK jY � on
the last state �XK � NK� of the symbol clock model �respectively
�XN � KN � for the bit clock model� corresponding to entire se�
quences of symbols� These a�posteriori probabilities must then
be converted into information on bits Un by the equation

P �Un � ijY �ji���� �
X

�xK �NK�	Un�i

P�xK� NK jY ��

or �
X

�xN �KN �	Un�i

P�xN� KN jY ��
����

depending on the model �symbol clock or bit clock� used for the
estimation�

VII� Context�based arithmetic coding

Substancial improvements in compression can be obtained by
using more sophisticated source models� These models can take
the form of conditional probabilities based on contexts which
can consist of one or more preceding symbols� Most emerging
real coding systems �e�g� JPEG������ H����� MPEG�� part ���
rely on context�based arithmetic coding� Therefore� the source
cannot be considered as an order�� Markov source as above� The
models and algorithms however still apply� This is shown in the
following in the particular case of JPEG������

A� Context�based arithmetic coding in EBCOT

A key element of JPEG����� is the EBCOT �Embedded Block
Coding with Optimized Truncation� algorithm which operates
on blocks within the wavelet domain� A block can be seen
as an array of integers in sign�magnitude representation and is
coded bitplane per bitplane with context�dependent arithmetic
codes� Each bitplane is coded in three passes� referred to as
sub�bitplanes� The �rst coding pass is called the signi�cance
propagation pass� A bit is coded during this pass if its location

is not signi�cant� but at least one of its neighbors is signi�can�
t� A location is signi�cant if a � has already been coded in the
current or previous bitplanes� If the bit�s location is not yet
signi�cant� a combination of zero coding �ZC� and run length
coding �RLC� primitives is used� When a bit�s location becomes
signi�cant �ZC���� it is immediately followed by the sign coding
�SC� primitive� to encode the sign of this new signi�cant loca�
tion� The purpose of this pass is to visit the bits that are likely
to become signi�cant� The second coding pass is the magnitude
re�nement pass� In this pass� all bits from locations that are al�
ready signi�cant are coded with the magnitude re�nement �MR�
primitive� The third and �nal pass is the cleanup pass� coding
all the remaining bits�
In summary� during each coding pass the decision of process�

ing a bit or not is based on the context of this bit� The context
of a bit gathers the signi�cance of that bit�s location and the sig�
ni�cance and the signs of neighboring locations� When a bit has
to be processed� it can be coded via four binary primitives which
are then arithmetically coded with the MQ�coder described in
��
� The statistical model used by this arithmetic coder is con�
textual� A full description of the EBCOT algorithm can be found
in ���
� ���
 and ��
�

B� Application of models and algorithms

So far� in the derivation of the models and algorithms� we have
considered an order�� Markov source� Both coder and decoder�
in order to respectively approach at best the entropy bound and
to have the best estimation accuracy� exploit the stationary P �si�
and transition probabilities P �sijsi���� In the case of context
based arithmetic coding� the model considered relies on proba�
bility distributions of a binary source given its context� For the
JPEG����� case� let us note Sk� the k

th bit visited in the block
and Ck the context associated to this bit� Due to the three pass�
es scheme� the scan order indexed by k is context dependent�
The probabilities P �SkjCk� are fully speci�ed in the standard�
The estimation on the symbol clock model relies on Eqn� �

where the source model is exploited by expressing P �Sk� � as a
function of P �Sk��

� � and of the transition probability from Sk��
�

to Sk� In the case of the contextual model� we have �

P �Sk� � � P �Sk��
� � � P �SkjCk�� ����

and the estimation scheme holds� Similarly� when considering
the bit clock model� the context dependency is introduced in
Eqn� � via the factorization

P�SKnKn���
jS

Kn��
� � �

KnY

k�Kn���

P�SkjCk� if Kn � Kn��

� otherwise�

���

For both clock models� the states �Xk� Nk� or �Xn� Kn� that
are estimated do not only contain the state of the arithmetic
coder� but also the context information related to the three passes
coding procedure� Note that the number of symbols to be coded
is not known a�priori� The estimation should then be performed
on the bit clock model�
The estimation algorithm has been integrated in a JPEG�����

codec ��
� The block partitioning limits spatial error propaga�
tion� We have also added a �segmentation symbol� at the end
of each bitplane� In the JPEG����� standard� this segmentation
symbol is used for error detection during decoding� It is a sym�
bol which is arithmetically coded and therefore expected at the



�

decoding� The estimation process can also use this segmenta�
tion symbol as a resynchronization marker �section V�D�� We
have added the capability to vary the length of this marker and
its frequency of appearance between every bitplane �standard��
every coding pass� or every stripe�

VIII� Experimentation results

To evaluate the performance of the soft arithmetic decoding
procedure� a �rst set of experiments have been performed on
order�� Gauss�Markov sources� with zero�mean� unit�variance
and di�erent correlation factors� The source is quantized with
an � levels uniform quantizer � bits� on the interval ��� 
�
All the simulations have been performed assuming an additive
white Gaussian channel with a BPSK modulation� The results
are averaged over ��� realizations� The scanning strategy of the
di�erent branches on the trellis follows the breadth �rst strategy
���
� Performances obtained using respectively symbol clock and
bit clock models are not identical� however they are very close for
a given complexity� Results are presented for the symbol clock
model only� In practical applications� the choice between these
two approaches may depend on the availability of the values of
K and�or N parameters�
The �rst experiments aimed at comparing the performances

in terms of symbol error rates �SER� and signal to noise ratio
�SNR� of soft versus hard decoding of arithmetic codes� Arith�
metic soft decoding is also evaluated against soft decoding of
Hu�man codes ��
� for comparable bit rates� When the source
correlation increases� the compression e�ciency of the arithmetic
coder increasing� soft synchronization patterns can be added in
the arithmetically coded stream up to having comparable rates
for both codes�
Fig� 	� �� � plot the residual SER and SNR curves as a function

of Eb�N�� for respectively � � ���� � � ��	 and � � ���� The �rst
observation is that soft arithmetic decoding signi�cantly outper�
forms hard decoding� For sources with low correlation �� � �����
soft arithmetic and Hu�man decoding give comparable perfor�
mances with a slight advantage for Hu�man codes� This can be
explained easily by the fact that� when the source correlation
is low� both codes lead to comparable compression e�ciency�
Hence� no additional synchronization patterns are added in the
arithmetically coded stream� whereas some redundancy remains
in the Hu�man coded stream� Hu�man codes have then a better
resynchronization capability� However� the relative performance
of arithmetic versus Hu�man codes increases with the source
correlation� The arithmetic coder performing much better in
terms of compression than the Hu�man coder� soft synchroniza�
tion patterns can be added up to a comparable rate�
The second experiment aimed at analyzing the e�ect of soft

synchronization patterns for both codes� Fig� � and � depict
the SER and SNR performances respectively for � � ��	 and
���� Again� high source correlation is clearly at the advantage
of arithmetic codes� For lower source correlation �� � ��	��
soft arithmetic decoding outperforms soft Hu�man decoding for
Eb�N� � � dB� The compression factor obtained with arithmetic
codes being higher� there is more �exibility to add redundancy
in an appropriate way� i�e� to speci�cally handle the resynchro�
nization problem which turns out to be the most crucial for VLC
codes� Fig� � and � also compare soft synchronization with peri�
odic transmission of side information� Soft synchronization out�
performs the mechanism based on side information� The length
of soft patterns being smaller� their periodicity can be higher for
the same amount of redundancy� leading to more frequent de�
coder re�synchronization� However� the use of side information

is much more e�ective in terms of pruning� When using side
information� the estimation is between two and ten times faster�
Fig� ���a� shows the performance of iterative CC�AC decoding

against soft AC decoding with soft synchronization for � � ����
Although the performance of the iterative scheme is rather good�
the iterations bring no signi�cant gain� Fig� ���b� depicts the
performance of the iterative CC�AC decoding scheme as a func�
tion of the number of iterations for di�erent pruning parameters�
One can observe that the pruning plays a signi�cant role in lim�
iting the bene�ts of the iterations�
The algorithms have been incorporated in a JPEG����� coder

and decoder� Error resilient markers speci�ed by the standard
have been systematically activated� Moreover� information head�
ers and syntax markers have been protected by a systematic con�
volutional channel code of rate ��� de�ned by the polynomials
F �z� � �� z� z�� z� and G�z� � �� z� � z�� When soft arith�
metic decoding is performed� soft synchronization patterns are
inserted at the end of each stripe� The complexity parameter W
is set to ��� The decoding complexity� in terms of both memory
usage and CPU time is controlled by the parameter W� As far as
memory usage is concerned� �W code�blocks need to be stored in
memory when decoding a single code block� Experiments have
been carried out with W � �� and W � ��� The CPU times
for W � �� and W � �� are within a factor of two� The gain
obtained for W � �� is illustrated in Fig� ��� The length N of
the bitstream depends on the block sizes and on the bitrate� The
number of symbols K is not known a priori� hence the termina�
tion constraint described in section V�C is not exploited� Fig� ��
provides the PSNR as a function of Eb�N� obtained with the im�
age Lena 	��x	�� compressed at ���	 bits per pixels� Instanta�
neous decoding with standard JPEG����� parameters provides
poor error resilience� Signi�cantly increased performances are
achieved with the estimation algorithm described above� Fig� ��
shows the visual quality obtained with soft versus hard decoding�
The test image is Lena 	��x	�� compressed at ��	 bits per pix�
els� The channel is supposed to be AWGN with Eb�N� � 	db�
When using hard decoding� due to error propagation� all the
information can be lost �Fig� ���c���

IX� Conclusion

Bayesian networks are a natural tool to analyze the structure
both of dependencies and of constraints between the variables
involved in the coding and decoding processes� Estimation algo�
rithms follow quite naturally� In the case of arithmetic codes� the
estimation complexity grows exponentially with the number of
symbols in the sequence� Pruning strategies are then required to
limit the complexity� The algorithms� developed �rst for order��
sources� adapts also quite naturally to higher order models such
as those considered in context�based arithmetic coding� The use
of higher�order models leads to an increased noise sensitivity
often resulting in decoder de�synchronization� However� data�
dependent bit patterns can be added in the symbol stream� at
some known positions� in order to favor the likelihood of synchro�
nized paths� Alternately one can also send periodically coder
state�related information� The trade�o� between compression
and redundancy can then be easily adapted to varying network
conditions� The redundancy is not inherent to the structure of
the code� The extra information also helps in preventing exces�
sive growth of the trellis� The usage of channel codes can also be
considered in order to reduce the bit error rate seen by the esti�
mation algorithm� The latter can then be placed in an iterative
decoding structure in the spirit of serially concatenated turbo
codes� However� the gain brought by the iterations depends on



�

the amount of pruning performed� Current work is dedicated to
the design of a simpli�ed state model that would avoid prun�
ing hence better exploit the potential of an iterative decoding
structure�
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�� Init �Xk�� Nk�� � Let Sk � aj and Sk� � ai�
� Set lk�� � lk � �hk � lk�Pcum�ai��jSk � aj�� If k � ��
Pcum�ai��� is used�
� Set hk�� � lk � �hk � lk�Pcum�aijSk � aj�� If k � ��
Pcum�ai� is used�
� Set nbScalingk�� � nbScalingk�
� Set Nk� � Nk�

�� While one of the three scalings is possible� update
�Xk�� Nk�� �
� If scaling � �hk�� � ��	� �
� Set lk�� � �lk���
� Set hk�� � �hk���
� Emit a bit ��
� Emit nbScalingk�� bits ��
� Set Nk� � Nk� � � �nbScalingk���
� Set nbScalingk�� � ��
� If scaling � ���	 � lk��� �
� Set lk�� � ��lk�� � ��	��
� Set hk�� � ��hk�� � ��	��
� Emit a bit ��
� Emit nbScalingk�� bits ��
� Set Nk� � Nk� � � �nbScalingk���
� Set nbScalingk�� � ��
� If scaling  ����	 � lk�� � ��	 � hk�� � ���	� �
� Set lk�� � ��lk�� � ���	��
� Set hk�� � ��hk�� � ���	��
� Set nbScalingk�� � nbScalingk�� � ��

� End � �Xk�� Nk�� is up�to�date� Nk� �Nk bits have been
emitted�

TABLE I

Operations triggered by each transition of the arithmetic coder�

�� Init �Xn�� Kn�� � Let SKn � aj �
� Set Kn� � Kn�
� Set lK

n��
� lKn

and hK
n��

� hKn
�

� If un� � �
Set ln�� � ln and hn�� � �

�
�ln � hn��

Else
Set ln�� � �

�
�ln � hn� and hn�� � hn�

�� Search ai � A such that
� L � lK

n��
��hK

n��
�lK

n��
�Pcum�ai��jSKn��� �if Kn� �

�� Pcum�ai��� is used��
� H � lK

n��
��hK

n��
�lK

n��
�Pcum�aijSKn��� �if Kn� � ��

Pcum�ai� is used��
� L � ln� � hn� � H �condition for the symbol ai to be

decoded��
� If ai exists go to �� else go to 	�
�� Update �Xn�� Kn�� �
� Kn� � Kn� � ��
� SKn�� � ai�
� lK

n��
� L�

� hK
n��

� H�

� Scale the intervals �ln���hn��
 and �lK
n��

�hK
n��


 if nec�
essary�
� Go to ��

	� End � �Xn�� Kn�� is up�to�date� Kn� �Kn symbols have
been decoded�

TABLE II

Operations triggered by each transition of the arithmetic decoder�
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Fig� �� Bit clock model of the arithmetic decoder� White and black dots
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